A quantum model of neural network is introduced and its phase structure is examined. The model is an extension of the classical Z(2) ganged neural network of learning and recalling to a quantum model by replacing the Z(2) variables, Si = f 1 of neurons and Jij = f l of synaptic connections, t o the U ( l ) phase variables, S; = exp(ip;) and J;j = exp(i&j). These U ( l ) variables describ~e the phase parts of the wave functions (local order parameters) of neurons and synaptic connections. T h e model takes the form similar to the U ( l ) Higgs lattice gauge theory, the continuum limit of which is the well known Ginzburg-Landau theory of superconductivity. Its current may describe the flow of electric voltage along axons and chemical materials transfered via synaptic connections. The phase structure of the model at finite temperatures is esamined by the mean-field theory, and Coulomb, Higgs and confinement phases are obtained. By comparing with the result of the Z ( 2 ) model, the quantum effects is shown to weaken the ability of learning and recalling. 
INTRODUCTION
To study rich activities of human brains, there are various approaches. A typical one is neural net,works. Various models of neural networks have been proposed. The Hopfield model of associatke memory[l] has offered us a good esplanation of the mechanism how we recall pabterns. On the other hand, the perceptron or its improvement,, the back-propagation model [2] , may be a representative model of learning.
In Ref. [3, 4] , yet another network model is proposed, which is an extension of the Hopfield model to a model of learning by treating the strength Jij of the synaptic connection between i-th and j-th neurons as an independent dynamical variable. Both the neuron variables Si = i 1 and the new variables .Jij = f l are treated on an equal footing. Jij is viewed as a "connection" of gauge theory [5] ,
and the energy E ( { S i } , { J ; j } )
is postulated to possess the local Z(2) gauge symmetry. The * e-mail aiddress: vukari~"phys.kindai.ac.jp t e-mail address: matsui~~hys.kindai.ac.jp gauge symmetry assures us that the time evoluti6ns of S i and Jij occur through local (contact) interactions as they should be.
is a quantum-theoretical approach t,o the brain activities. Stuart, Takahashi and Umezawa [G] proposed a microscopic qua.ntum field theory by using operators expressing neurons and intermediating bosons. They proposed that memory should be stored in low-energy modes like Goldstone bosons. Jibu and Yasue [7] argued that their quantum brain model may be regarded as a pract,ical model of dipoles of ordered.waler and evanescent (massive) photons in the brain.
Penrose. [8] He insists on the relevance of quantum theory like the problem of observations in quantum mechanics) coupling t o quantum gravity, and so on. It seems ambitious, but interesting and worth enough to scrutinize its validity. Hameroff and Penrose [S] proposed a quantum theory of consciousness. They claim that objective. reductions of wave functions of microtubules, main building blocks of axons connecting neurons: are relevant for our consciousness. The central physical quantity in their theory is the so called d e c e herence time T . the average time interval bet.ween successive reductions. T corresponds to each f'nloment" of the stream of one's consciousness. There are s e v era1 estimates of r[10, 111, but they seem t o be still controvercial each other. In t,his paper, we introduce aquanbum version of the gauged neural network of learning and recalling [3, 41. This quantum neural network is regarded as an effective (phenomenological) model at macroscopic scales derived from the underlying microscopic quantum t h e ory of brain. The purpose of this neural network model is to explore the difference between classical and quantum neural networks and eventually to find the possible relevance of quantum natures in the activities of human brains. The structure of the paper is as follows; In Sect.2. we introduce the quantum gauged model. In Sect,.X, we study the phase structure of the model a,t fiuite "t,emperat,ures" T . In Sect.4 we present conclusions and future problems.
Among approaches other than neural networks, there
Another quant,um approach is advocated by
In this section, we first explain the relevance of gauge symmetry. Next we discuss the possible ways to include quantum effects. Then we propose an explicit model and the rule of time evolution.
Gauge Symmetry
In the Hopfield model, the state of i-th neuron (active or inactive) isdescribed by the Z(2) variable S;(= il), and the d a t e of the synaptic connection between i-th and j:th neurons is espressed by its strength J i j , which is a preassigned constant. The signal at the j-th site at timet, S j ( t ) , propagetes to the i-th site through the axon and the synaptic connection in the form KjS; t o affect the state S i in the next t,ime st,ep 1 + At;
The time evolution (1) is known t o decrease (not increase) the "energy", In order to study processes of learning certain patterns of s;, it is necessary to allow for the time variation of J;j. There are various proposals how to treat the dynamics of J ; j . The idea in Ref. [3. 41 is to regard Jij as a connection variable U, , of gauge theory[l2]. This is quite natural because the connection describes the way how a pair of bwo points are connected, i.e., how two internal coordinates are related. In fact, Uzy transports a quantity py (e.g., a vector) at a'point y t,o another point 2: via t,he "parallel-t.ranslate, the result being Urypy. (See Fig.1 
Quantum Effects
Most of the proposed models of neural networks so far is classical in the sense that these models employ real numbers their dynamical variables. Although t,here are many successfnl phenomenological models in the framework of classical physics in various fields of physics: every physical system is necessarily "qnantum" in its origin. Neural networks are not. an esception at all.
From the microscopic point of view;main functions of our brains should be the result of underlying microscopic systems, basic constituents of which are electrons and various chemical materials. The quantum brain theory of Stuart, Umezawa and Takahashi[B] may he viewed as such a microscopic model.['i] As another approach, the recent quantum-theoretical study of consciousness by~Hameroff and Penrose [a] are also interesting since they focus on a microtubule and start form its microscopic model itself. Act,ually, they consider a two-dimensional system of electrons and its wave function. The time dependence of wave function, particularly its objective reductions, is argued t o be important for understanding consciousness. In Ref.
[ll] a quantum-field-theoretical model of a microtubule is proposed, Hamiltonian of which~is described by secondquantized fermionic electron operators. The model resembles familiar strongly-correlated electron systems like Hubbadmodel, Heisenberg model, t-J model, etc.
. It is quite interesting to compare these quantum models and existing ~cl&sical neural-network models to identify the quantum effects. However, t o perform such a comparison explicitly, the present forms of these quantum models are not appropriate; they involve quantum operators and-have compli<at,ed sbructures. Thus it is preferable to obtain their effective models (at lower energies, i.e., at macroscopic scales) that take forms -Relation between various models. To study the quantum effects upon. human brain, one should compare classical neural network models and quantum neural network models. The latter is derived from the ~ underlying microscopic qnantinn models as effective -'(phenomenological) models at macroscopic scales.
order-parameter field e(z), i.e., complex numbers that describe quantum amplitudes of Cooper pairs of electrons. The relation between two sets of variables are
where the brackets implies a statistical average over the canonical ensamble a t temperature T.
The GL theory was originally introduced as a phenomenological model of superconductivity, hut now one 
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The order parameter in zero magnetic field behaves as
The equations of motion are obtained from . . 
SFw,/@(z)
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U(1) Gauge Model
Let us formulate the model on a three-dimensional cubic lattice. We specify each site by the site-index z and the unit vector in the p-th direction. We set the lattice spacing Q = 1 for simplicity. As explained in Sect.2.2, for each site I we put a U(1) variable, Each term in (15) is depicted in Fig.3 . E of (15) 
. , (17)
which reduces to y(z) of (11) in the conbinuum limit. j,, is gauge inv-ariant and may be useful to describe the state of the system.
Time Evolution
Let us consider the dynamics of S,(t) and .Jz,(f). As in the Hopfield model and Z(2) gauge model, me let the energy E basically decreases as the time increases with some rate of failures. These failures are caused by misfunctioning of signal processings due t.o noises, etc., and may be controlled by the "t,emperat.ure" T ;
For higher(1ower) T , failures occur more(less). This T
should not be confused with the physical t,emperature of the brain, although there may be some correlations among them. As explicit rules of time evolution, the following two are possible;.
(I) Metropolis algorithm (MA):

MA[lB] is a standard algorithm t o calculate the thermal averages ( O ( { S z ] ,
{ Jz,,})) over Boltzmann distribution,
by generating a Markov(st0chastic) process {S,(&At)], {J,,(eAt)] ( f = 1 , 2 ; . . , M ) a s is given in Ref. [4] based on the renormalization group.
( { S , ( t A t ) } , { J z e ( E A t ) ] ) .
PHASE STRUCTURE
Mean Field Theory
The M F T may be formulated as a variational method[l8] fot the Helmholtz free energy F :
For a variational energy EO there holds the following relations;
From this Jensen-Peierls inequality; we adjust the variational parameters contained in EO so that F, is minimized.
For the trial energy EO of the present system, we assume the translational invariance and consider the following sum of single-site and single-link energies;
. .
where W and h are real variational parameters. Then we obtain the following free energy per site, fu E F,/N, where iV is the total number of lattice sites (We present the formulae for d-dimensional lattice);
where I n ( y ) ( n :integer) is the modefied Bessel function, I"(Y) = 12= -exp(ycos8+in8), ;:
The stationary conditions for fu w.r.t. W.11 read
(28) For many system, the MFT is known to become exact for a! + 03. It is proved also for the Z(2) model 
1
Tablel. Phases and order parameters.
In the first column of Tablel, the name of each phase is given, which are used in particle physics. The second (third) column shows the order parameter ( J r p ) = p ((S,) = m). The fourth column shows t,he properties of each phase characterized by these order parameters. [3, 41 The condition p # 0 is a necessary condision to learn a pattern of S, by storing it to J z u , while 771 # 0 is a necessary condition to recall it as in the Hopfield model.
We note that the combinat,ion p = 0 and in # 0 is missing.
In Fig.4 , we plot the phase boundaries obtained from (26.28) by solid curves for various values of c3.
We have also superposed t,he MFT results of the Z ( 2 ) gauge model We have not specified the underlying microscopic theory, although there are some candidates.[G, 9, 111 This point is not a flaw but an advantage since the essential characteristics of the effective model at low energies are to he determined by only a few properties of the microscopic model like dimensionality, symmetry, etc. This is known as the universality in renormalizat,ion group. The present U(1) model will apply for a wide variety of microscopic models describing "charged" particles and gauge bosons in t,hree dimensions with local U(1) gauge symmetry. The model of Stuart, Takahashi and Umezawa[G] is such a model. Also the model of a microtubule proposed in Ref. [11] can be cast into this category because the Coulomb interactioiis among electrons can he written as gauge interactions mediated by gauge bosons, i.e., photons.
The model may he regarded as an extension of the classical Z ( 2 ) gauge model [3, 41 to the gauge group U(1). This similarity makes it easy t o compare these two models and single out the difference between them, which is to be interpreted just as the quantum effecbs.
On the level of phase structure in MFT, Fig.4 shows that the region of the confinement phase in the U ( 1) model is wider than that ofZ(2) model. This is due to quantum fluctuations; the U(1) variables are continuous while Z(2) variables are discrete. In short, the critical temperatures (both c1 and c3) of the U(1) model is higher than those of the Z(2) model. From the Table  1 , this implies that the ability of learning patterns and recalling them is weakened globally by the quant,um effects. More detailed study of this point is to he done in simulations of individual learning and recalling processes by using the rule of time evolution in Sect.2.4.
Another significant difference is that U(1) mcdel allows us to define the current j,, of ( l i ) as in j(x) of (11). This is possible because the U(1) gauge symmetry is not discrete hut continuous. For a system with a continuous symmet,ry, one may obtain conserved current by applying Noether's theorem. It is worth to mention the difference between the present U(1) gauge variables O,,, the exponent of Jz,, and the vector PO tential A p ( x ) in (8). Although both are gauge fields, A,(x) describes the usual electromagnetic field, while O,, describes the synaptic connections. They are independent each other. Thus, j,, is not the electromagnetic current. We need t,o scrutinize t,he physical meaning of j , , further, although one expects that it describes the flows of electric voltage along axons and accompanying chen~ical materials at synaptic connections. Let us comment, here on t,he usefulness of such current for another net,work models. In some models that have real continuous J j j ( E (-?!CO)), J;j diverges to *as as binre runs. Without imposing artificial and unnatural conditions to avoid divergences of J i j , a couserved current, i.e., local continuous gauge symmetry, may assure us that J;j shall uot diverge, since the total amount of chemical materials are finite.
In the present lattice model, the gauge-invariant current j,, can be used to scan the network at every time step. By monitoring j , , during the processes of learning and recalling, one may study the activities of nebwork as quantum transports systematically. This is an interesting subject in future.
Finally, let us list up other possible problems in future study.
-More realistic phase strucutre by Monte Carlo simulaitons.
-Simulation of processes of learning patterns and recalling them through the time evolution in Sect.2.4.
-Inclusion of long-range interactions into t,he energy.
-Introduction of another set of gauge variables Jr, to study the effect associated with the asymmetric couplings Jij and Jji(# J;j) [3] , which is reflected by j z p # L,.
